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Militia gunners fire on U.S. base in Beirut
by The Associated Press
Militia gunners poured heavy machine-gun Tire at the U.S. Marine base
at Beirut airport yesterday, and a
PLO bomb tore apart a bus in Jerusalem, killing four people and wounding
46.
No U.S. casualties were reported in
the machine-gun attack, the first on
the American contingent of the multinational peacekeeping force since
Sunday when an artillery barrage
killed eight Marines and wounded
two.

At the same time, Beirut radios
reported U.S. jets flew reconnaissance over Syrian-controlled Lebanon
and Syria said it downed two unmanned Israeli spy planes.
In Tripoli, PLO loyalists were reported ready to evacuate the Lebanese port city in several days.

"At 5 p.m. (11 a.m. EST) today our
eastern perimeter received heavy,
concentrated machine-gun fire from a
fortified position," Marine spokesman Maj. Dennis Brooks said.
"The Marines responded... and
the fighting ceased. It stopped immediately. There were no casualties."

The Marines at the airport responded to the machine-gun bursts
with fire from tank guns and anti-tank
weapons. The fire came from an area
controlled by Druse and Shiite militias.

THE BUS blown apart in Jerusalem
was stopped at a traffic light in the
Jewish section near a military cemetery.
It was the bloodiest attack on civilians in Israel since Israeli forces

invaded Lebanon 18 months ago in an
attempt to smash the Palestine Liberation Organization. It also was the
worst terrorist attack in Jerusalem in
more than five years.
The PLO in Tripoli claimed responsibility, saying, "This operation
comes to escalate the actions of the
Palestinian revolution against the Israeli occupiers."
A senior aide to Yassar Arafat said
the PLO chief will soon abandon Tripoli and go to Tunis. Arafat and his
men have been trapped in northern
Lebanon since Nov. 3 by Syrian-

backed mutineers who charge he has
softened his position toward Israel.
Greek ships were expected in Tripoli "within a few days'' to evacuate
Arafat and 4,000 of his fighters to
Tunisia and North Yemen, Khali!
Wazir, Arafat's top military aide said.
Beirut radio stations reported U.S.
jets flew new reconnaissance sorties
over Syrian positions in Lebanon's
central mountains, drawing no
ground fire despite Syria's threat to
shoot them down.
SYRIA, however, said its air de-

fenses shot down two unmanned Israeli spy drones - one over east
Lebanon s Bekaa Valley and another
in Syrian territory shortly before
noon. The Israeli command conceded
only one drone lost.
Five formations of F-14 Tomcat
intercepters, each made up of two
jets, streaked over Beirut at midafternoon and headed in the direction of
the upper Metn mountains where Syrian gunners on Sunday shot down two
American fighter-bombers, witnesses
said.

Greyhound bus service
passes by BG station
Jeff James
stall reporter

Dg news staff/James Youli
G.Z. Avery, owner of the Bowling Green bus terminal.

cities very soon if the strike is not
resolved.
Greyhound's service came to a halt
Bowling Green has been left out of after the company's 12,000 drivers
plans made by Greyhound bus lines to walked out five weeks ago, she said.
heal its strike-crippled company.
"Phase two of the plan to bring
Though Greyhound has Begun re- service back to 100 percent will begin
instating routes to major cities with when we feel that the 900 drivers,
plans to extend service, no immediate currently being trained, are capable
plans have been made to restore bus of driving safely," Klein said.''Once
service to Bowling Green, according they begin, service will be restored
to Linda Klein, a spokeswoman from between Toledo, Cleveland, PittsGreyhound's national office in Phoe- burgh and Buffalo."
nix, Ariz.
She said not all the drivers will be
G.Z. Avery, owner of the Bowling new employees at Greyhound because
Green bus station, said because Grey- some of the picketing drivers have
hound makes up the majority of his decided to come back to work.
business, he has been hurt badly by
"ABOUT 1,400 of the old employees
the strike. However, Avery would not came back to work after we began
discuss how much money he has lost phase one of our plan," Klein said.
since the strike began.
''We then hired 1,300 new people so we
"Before the strike started, we had a could give service to the areas we
Greyhound bus coming through here wanted to."
about eight times a day," Avery said.
Klein added the bus line is ap"Three of those were going to Cleve- proaching the situation with caution
land which made up over 50 percent of due to the isolated disturbances between new drivers and picketers.
my Greyhound business."
"Considering that we nave services
At this time, no Greyhound buses
are running in or out of Avery's estab- in over 500 locations and there have
lishment.
been about three major areas where
Trailways busline, which also uses strike-related disturbances have octhe Bowling Green depot as its base in curred, I think things are basically
Wood County, had three routes quiet," Klein said. "These occurthrough Bowling Green before the rences are unfortunate, however they
strike, and has no plans to add more, happen."
Klein added that the Toledo Greyaccording to Avery.
"TRAILWAYS runs out of Bowling hound station has reported that strikGreen three times a day, but only two ers continue to picket their depot, but
of those are to pick up passengers," without violence.
Down the street from Greyhound,
Avery said. "Although they h^ve been
carrying the packages tfit Grey- Trailways City Manager Richard
hound would normally c iTy, they Earhart has reported an increase in
business.
can't pick up all the slack.'
"Routes have been added between
The Greyhound Bus Co. has been
working to try to open old routes that Toledo and Detroit, Washington D.C.
were closed when drivers walked out, and Chicago," he said.
"Since the strike began, we have
Klein said. To date, the bus line has
hired additional drivers to get routes had a considerable increase in busigoing in larger cities. The company is ness," Earhart said. "I think people
hoping to reopen routes in smaller are feeling safer riding with us."

Officials push for sprinklers
CINCINNATI (AP) - One day after a
fire lulled six residents of a home for
mentally retarded men, city officials
said yesterday they will propose a
city ordinance - and push tor a state
law - to require sprinkler systems in
older institutional buildings.
The fire also injured four residents
and a counselor. Three of them remained hospitalized yesterday.
Counselor Bob Younger, 20, was
being treated for smoke inhalation
and two broken feet, suffered when he
jumped from the second story of the
Dana Avenue home after helping a
resident escape. Residents George
William Simpson, 51, and Clelfie
Beatty, 49, were in serious condition
suffering from smoke inhalation.
The dead were identified as Denny
Swadener, 49; Frank Emmons, 38;
Clarence Stratton, 26; Terry William
Koenig, 36 and Alfred Miller, whose
age was unavailable. Investigators
were using dental records to try and
positively identify the sixth victim,
officials said.
Meanwhile, a spokeswoman for the
Department of Health and Human
Services said the department was
monitoring developments in the Cincinnati fire investigation.

ENID BORDEN, a department
spokeswoman in Washington, said
federal officials are interested because they have spent about $2 million
developing a fire safety evaluation
program for group-care homes.
City Councilman Peter Strauss said
he and fire department officials supported an unsuccessful proposal two
years ago to require sprinklers in
older buildings after a study was
made of downtown hotels and motels
built before codes required sprinklers.
"The idea died because of the expense," Strauss said. Estimates
showed it would cost at least $25 per
square foot to equip an old building
with sprinklers, Assistant City Fire
Chief Charles Collini said.
Collini said building owners could
save money and ultimately pay for
the sprinkler systems through reduced insurance premiums on the
buildings. Strauss said he may also
propose that the city offer these owners tax abatements for installing the
systems.
Of Monday's fire, Strauss said, "I
hope it gets people's attention. It's
just sad when it takes something like
this to do it."
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FIRE CHIEF Norman Wells vowed
to make a new push for the law. State
law does not require the group home
to have a sprinkler system and the
facility did not have one.
Wells and Eliott Good, a lawyer for
the Columbus company that operated
the Dana Avenue home, said the facility met all applicable city and state
Ore and safety requirements by having smoke detectors, fire extinguishers, a fire evacuation plan and by
passing fire inspections in January
and August 1983.
Good said he represents Human
Services Collaborative Inc. of Columbus and Columbus Center for Human
Services.
Human Services Collaborative originally contracted with Columbus investor Robert Schilling, owner of the
group-home building, to operate the
home, but since has subcontracted tt
to the non-profit Columbus Center,
Good said.
Good said that in order for a sprinkler system to be installed in the
home, the state might have to provide
the funding because the non-profit
company uses all of the current state
monies for operating the home. He
said the firm lacks the revenues to
install a sprinkler system.
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• Salety precautions lor dorm
Christmas decorating are
discussed
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• Bowling Green head IcolDaii
coach Denny Stolz withdraws his
name from lutther consideration lor
the vacant University ot Cincinnati
lootbaH coach position Page 5

Cloudy and windy today with a
chance ot snow Hurries High ol about
30 Continues ^k>..dy tonight with a
ic w m the mid-teens

Andy Fuqua. a Greyhound bus driver from Toledo

Columbia given another days flight
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) The Columbia-Spacelab astronauts,
winding down a successful science
mission, received the official green
light yesterday to stay in space an
extra day to do more research and to
snap hundreds of sight-seeing photographs.
The space shuttle will land tomorrow at Edwards Air Force Base in the
California desert.

Mission Control made the decision
after assessing that a storm front
moving in from the Pacific would be
clear of the Edwards area at the
planned touchdown at 7:58 a.m. Pacific time. There had been some concern the front would stall and force a
return today.
"The weather is going to be a close
call," flight director John Cox said.

Ground officials earlier had given a
tentative go-ahead to extend the flight
from nine to 10 days, dependent on the
weather.
The astronaut-scientists, meanwhile, continued their round-the-clock
science and technology research in
the billion-dollar, European-built
Spacelab. a 23-foot workshop mounted
in Columbia's cargo bay.

AA members care, listen
Teresa Perrettl
reporter

Editor's Note: This is the first article
In a three-part series dealing with
alcohol support groups.
Alcohol: Cunning, baffling, powerful. "More powerful than you can
imagine," said Ruth, a member of
Alcoholics Anonymous, as she described her experience as an alcoholic. AA uses many phrases to
describe alcohol and the power it
holds over many individuals.
Members of this widely acclaimed
group are learning how to deal with
their dependence through the support
and fellowship of others.
As many as 125 groups in this area
meet every week to share their experiences and stay sober. According to
Gina Goodwin, educational coordinator at the Wood County Council on
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse, 311 S.
Main St., AA is a fellowship support
group designed to help alcoholics in
their sobriety and to help them stay
sober.
Al-Anon and Alateen are affiliates
of AA to help friends and relatives
deal with alcoholism. AA, as well as
Al-Anon and Alateen, begins Its meetings with the serenity prayer, asking
God to help them accept the things
they cannot change, have the courage

to change the things they can and
have the wisdom to know the difference. After the serenity prayer at the
open meetings, someone in the group
tells his/her story.
"I used to like to have a good time be the center of attention. I couldn't
stay home and help the family, I had
to drink every night," John, a member of AA, said.
"I wanted to commit suicide, I
didn't want to live," Paul, another
member of AA, said. Many of the
members tell how they became alcoholics and why.
"All of us are like children who
can't deal with our problems. We
have problems before we take a
drink; the bottle is only a symbol, we
are escaping from something we
couldn't deal with inside," Jane, another member said.
BEGINNERS attending the meeting find out that the support given to
everyone is very widespread. Sponsors may be given to those who are
just starting to get acquainted with
the program.
"Your sponsor is someone who has
been in the program for awhile. He or
she is there to help you through tough
times," Bill, a leader in the group
said.
Getting through the rough times is

the purpose of AA. "You can feel the
support and the love when you walk
in, this seems to help everyone," Ruth
said.
"I've been sober for 24 years and I
still need AA, but I've been given the
gift of sobriety and I want to share it
with others," Mike, another member,
said.
There are no fees, dues or obligations when you attend an AA meeting.
A collection is taken up at the end to
help pay for the coffee and doughnuts,
literature and rental fees.
Many of the mottos of AA can be
found in what is called the "Big
Book." The bible of AA, the Big Book
is divided into two sections. The first
half explains the program and how it
works, the second is a compiling of
stories by members of AA.
THE STORIES in the book tell of
individual struggles with alcoholism.
"I used to wait one minute after noon
to take a drink because I heard that
all alcoholics start drinking in the
morning," one member revealed.
"The hardest part is admitting yon
are an alcoholic. Once you've done
that you're on your way to recovery,"
John said.
One member seemed to sum up the
feeling when new members can stand
on their own. "I cried, I had so much
gratitude for these people, these
meetings," Paul said.
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editorial
Display opens eyes
The controversy over a University Union display case, which
exhibits album covers thought to be harmful or demeaning to
women, causes us concern over whether or not our society pays
much attention to the depiction of women in advertising and
promotional material
The display, arranged by a coalition from Women for Women and
a women's studies class through the Women and the Media Task
Force, serves to educate us that pictures of women being abused or
sexually exploited are offensive. But how often do magazines,
newspapers and television commercials or programs run photographs or drawings that portray women in a negative light. While
these commercials may not be as shocking as an album cover
displayed in the Union which shows a nude woman with her arms
chained above her bead, they are still offensive.
Some people would say that advertisements such as one with a
woman draped suggestively over a car does not demean women,
but do they know what does and does not offend? At the risk of an
everything-offends-someone attitude, the representation of women
in the media is not what it could be in so many instances.
What the coalition from Women for Women and the Task Force
attempted to do was to confront people with what they have found
to be offensive. The controversy resulted when the University
Activities Organization received complaints saying the nude and
semi-nude album covers in the showcase made the display tasteless.
If the display is tasteless to some, it is because the album covers
are tasteless. No better way to get across this point exists than to
show the actual covers.
The coalition from Women for Women and the Task Force
deserve praise for their attempt to make people more aware of
offensive depictions of women like those album covers.
In less shocking ways, women are displayed offensively in many
advertisements, and perhaps the exhibit in the Union will sensitize
people enough to write letters to companies who pay for these ads.
In their letters people should tell companies that the ad campaign
is offensive, and they will not buy the companies product.
It's not a new idea, this complaining. You can do something more
as well. As the display in the Union asked, "Are you buying these
images of women?"
You shouldn't be.

Events hide meaning of season
by Kenneth York
Invitations to all the bowl games
have been mailed out; department
stores are having post-Thanksgiving
sales; children form long lines to tell
Santa which Cabbage Patch doll they
want; downtown the church bells
mark the hours with carols; and there
is a definite feeling of crispness In the
air. The holiday season in upon us...
The good news this Christmas is
that the unemployment rate has
dropped one half of a percentage
point, and now stands at 8.4%. The
primary cause for this large decline
in unemployment is massive increase
in retail sales. Despite a long and
lingering recession people are ringing
in the holidays at the cash register,
spending so much that some of the
larger retailers such as K-mart and
Sears report that this will be their
best Christmas ever, and Christmas
is still two weeks away. It is always a
good sign of economic recovery when
people spend: it indicates their confidence in better times ahead, and in
their ability to pay their Christmas
bills. A tried and true theory of economic recovery seems to have been
broken - you can spend your way out
of a recession. The continuing tradition of gift giving clearly demonstrates that, especially in the holiday
season, the business of America is
business.

made a surprisingly good
in New Hampshire, and he
carried that momentum to the Democratic National Convention, collecting
along the way enough delegates to
secure the nomination. The importance of these early contests cannot
be ignored.
It is unfortunate but true that not
everyone gets into the holiday spirit.
There are always those few who spoil
it for the rest. In Illinois there is a city
which was planning to use tax revenues to purchase a nativity scene

just be glad that Christmas falls on a
Sunday, so that they don't have to go
to church twice. A few will sense the
irony in this: people feverishly trying
to sell each other presents in celebration of... what? The mystery of
Christmas lies beyond the gifts and
the garland, beyond footbaD games
and retail sales figures. For on this
day a child was born...

which was to be placed in front of the
town's municipal building. A few citizens were enlightened enough to recognize this obvious violation of the
Constitutional separation of church
and state. They filed suit claiming
inappropriate use of tax money for
religious purposes and, after a
lengthy court battle, they obtained an
injunction preventing the purchase.
Freedom of religion has been preserved.
Christmas will be slightly different
this year than past years. Some will

Kenneth York, a columnist for the
News, is a third year graduate student In industrial psychology.
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The traditions of Christmas ought
not to distract us from important
political developments - 1984 is a
presidential election year. The Iowa
caucuses and the New Hampshire
primary are just around the corner.
Candidates who get voter attention
are better able to get funding for their
campaigns, and a presidential election cannot be won without millions of
dollars in campaign contributions. In
a presidential primary eight years
ago, an unknown governor from

R and R disturbed by drunken man Military officers who
spend get best jobs
■

by Mary Qlbaon

their way to the bar to acquire a
beer/drink, knocking both my friend
Recently I was reminded of how and myself out of the way in the
difficult being a woman in today's process, I began to get a little persociety can sometimes be.
turbed. But, Isaid to myself, "Hey I, like many others in this college it's Friday night, take it easy," etc.
environment, enjoy winding down a etc.
bit and relaxing on weekends. It's
After a while, however, it became
aggravating, to say the least, when impossible to ignore one persistent
my "rest and relaxation" time is male who wedged himself between
Jeopardized by inconsiderate people. my roommate's and my barstools and
The following incident is one of many consistently proceeded to knock both
like it that have occurred in the past of us off.
After asking this (highly) considerfew years that really make me wonder if the status of women will ever ate gentleman to remove himself
really change. It makes me wonder from nis present location, to no avail,
what I have to look forward to when I I began to get angry. Finally, and only
because another male friend regraduate and face the "real world."
Friday night, my roommates and I quested him to do so, he removed
were at one of the local bars. Out for a himself from the awkward position he
night of "fun with the girls," you had been occupying, only after having
might say. Well, that's what I always spilled beer on me and dumping my
like to think, but such is not always roommate's drink to the floor.
the case.
We were sitting at the bar, enjoying
Two other girls, friends of the aforeourselves, as is usually the function of mentioned male, had become insuch an establishment. Unfortu- volved in the fray. They were of the
nately, we were not to be left to our opinion my roommate and I were far
own devices.
out of line for requesting this boy to
After numerous persons had made take his odious presence elsewhere,

(especially since he was at the bar
buying beers for them.)
One can only take being told to
"Maintain - he s getting us a beer,"
so many times. I do not care to be
pushed off my chair, have beer spilled
over various parts of my person, and
wisecrack remarks piled on me all at
the same time. And this was in a
social environment. Is this what I can
expect once I graduate and get out in
the real world?
Four years I've been here at this
University. Four years I've been
going to what nightspots are available
in this fine town, and almost invariably I, and my friends, have had to
deal with incidents such as the one
just described. When will it become a
reality for women to go to bars to
enjoy themselves with their friends?
The first few weeks of my freshman
year I even considered it flattering
when some inebriated male paid me
some attention. It didn't take me too
long to realize that this, more often
than not, can be a curse.
When the only way out of a scene
like the one just described is to leave
the bar. because the man simply will

Granted all men aren't as ridiculously persistent when they obviously
aren t welcome as some I ve encountered, but the fact is many are, and
probably always will be.
Supposedly, in this 20th century
society we live in, a woman should be
able to enjoy herself in a public place
without a man present. In the past
four years, however, I have found this
concept sadly lacking.
People can talk until they're blue in
the face about equality for women,
women's rights, feminism - put whatever name to it you wish. The fact is -I
am sick to death of being treated as a
material object in public places. And
somehow, I have grave doubts that
this situation will change in the near
future.
Mary Gibson, an assistant copy editor
for the News, is a senior radio-television-film major from Cincinnati.

Advertisers create new, improved needs
by Parry Wills

tion of the consumer society in an
earlier novel. Keep the Aspidistra
The Christmas season has begun on Flying. Gordon Comstock, that novan appropriately thuggish note, with el's hero, is a successful writer of
mothers battling each other in long advertisements who realizes that he
lines for the privilege of buying a is corrupting the language, himself
cretinous-looking blob to pay off child- and the public; so he decides to quit
ish blackmailers.
work and become a starving poet. But
The children "need" their Cabbage he is driven back to his cud labors,
Patch Kids because television has where his increased skill with words
programmed them to need the toys, makes him a spectacular success.
and the parents give in because they The bending of real talent to despicahave been conditioned themselves to ble uses is what offended Orwell in
honor the demands of commerce.
much of the modern world.
Saturday morning on television is a
long, intimate selling session to make
children the ideal consumers in a
consumer society. They cannot be
happy without the fad of the season,
whether it is Ken or Barbie or GI Joe
or Pac-Man. Inventing a new doll or
game if inventing a new need so
compainies will be paid to satisfy it.
George Orwell, whose 1984 is getting a workout these days because of
the calendar, gave his best descrip-

Comstock knows that the real trick
of advertising is to create a fear - of
halitosis, of BO, of all those made-up
terms the advertisers lodge in our
minds, unbudgeable ever after.
Women must be haunted with the
thought that they have doomed their
husbands to failure because each man
wears, as the yoke of his fatal marriage, a "ring around the collar."
Comstock finds a news area of the
body to worry about - smelly feet. His
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I spoke recently at a school with a
large business program, where I was
told that advertisers do not create
needs, they just find them. I wonder if
the man telling me that has children.
Not only does capitalism create new
needs in order to create new products; it labors, as soon as the products
exist, to replace them.
That is why each soap must be
thrown away to make way for the new
soap, the new one improved, the new
one fortified, the new with hexafluorozip. As Mark Crispin Miller has written in an essay on Orwell: "Because
consumption is no longer based on
need, the ads must break apart those
inner barriers that would obstruct our
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genius is to make people fear "PP" Pedal Perspiration. Orwell was a
prophet. We do have foot deodorants
now. And his satirical picture of the
need-merchants at work is reported
literally in Nora Ephron's account of
the way "feminine deodorants" were
created.
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The BG News Editorial Page is
the campus forum for comments
regarding articles in The News or
important issues concerning the
University and its community.
Guest columns from members of
the University community are
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please contact the editorial editor.
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not leave me alone, it becomes almost
scary to think of what I face once I get
out in to the working world.

total self-indulgence, and so they promulgate a kind of permanent revolution, making every purchase seem a
blow against the dreary past"
It is one of the quainter deceptions
of our time that capitalism is conservative. It is the very reverse. It rejects the past, even its own immediate
past. It is driven, by the logic of its
own dynamic, indiscriminately to
seek the new - new resources, markets, products, anything that will sell,
for whatever reason. Its only need is
for the new, the latest. It erases our
yesterdays, turning them to featureless blobs. It will breed children from
garden plots or bombs from butter cabbage kids or mushroom clouds - if
it can sell the one or the other. It will
also call the battling mothers in the
department stores models of loving
care. Big Brother was right: Love is
hate.
Garry Wills is a columnist for the
Universal Press Syndicate.

by Art Buchwald
A Pentagon auditor charged in a
document made available the other
day that the armed forces pay outrageous prices for weapons because the
officers in charge of procurement are
hoping when they finish their careers
to get a job with the defense contractor they are dealing with.
Those who play along with the defense industry are rewarded with
cushy positions when they leave the
service, and those who gave the contractors a hard time need not apply
for a job when they retire. The average retirement age for a middle
ranked officer is 43, so whether they
like it or not, military officers in
charge of procurement have a bigger
stake in their futures than in saving
their government money.
This is how the scenario is played
out
"Colonel Druthers, we have a slight
overrun on the armored dogsleds you
contracted our company to build for
you."
"But you said you could produce
them for $500,000. Now you're telling
me they're going to cost $1.7 million
apiece.
"We overestimated the strength of
the dogs and underestimated the
weight of the armor they had to pull.
So we had to add an engine in the back
to push the sleds along."
''But that's outrageous."
"It certainly is and believe me, the
chariman is furious about it. He's
fired the manager of the dogsled
program."
"Who is taking his place?"
"We're looking for somebody now
who will bring it in somewhere near
the price I just told you. We'd like a
person familiar with the weapon carrier, preferably a retired military
officer who knows procurement and is
willing to work his heart out for $150 000 a year, plus bonuses and stock
options. Of course the person would
have to live in California, but we'll
pay all his moving and living expenses for the first year."
"I've been working on the military
side of this program for three years. I
pushed this program through singlehandedly and Fll never make general when I tell our budget people
about the overrun."

"What happens when you don't get
your star?"
"Then I'll have to retire and find a
job."
•; "
"Maybe we could help you.'" •'•» '
"The law says I can't work on any
military program I've been involved
with while I was in the service."
"We have many other military
weapons programs you could handle.
Our chairman is always looking for
good soldiers."
"That's very kind of you, but I've
checked your figures on the dogsled
project and they re way out of line."
"In what way?"
"You charged us for a million dollar
chalet in Aspen."
"We have to test the dogsled somewhere."
"And 12 million dollars for a private
Gulfstream III airplane."
"How are our research people going
to get to Aspen? By the way. when
we're not using it on the dogsled
project the plane is available for our
other program managers and their
families."
"I'm going to have to show these
expenditures to my superiors before I
OK them."
"Colonel, you don't look like a whistle-blower to me. If there is one type
of person our chairman won't hire it's
a whistle-blower. He's told me time
and time again, 'I'd rather have 10
retired military officers who can't
read a balance sheet to one rotten
apple who knows how to run a costeffective program.'"
"I gather then if I don't go along
with your figures I don't get a job."
"I didn't say that. But the last
colonel who complained about cost
abuses in one of our weapons programs is now selling shoes at Macy's."
"Are you sure you can bring these
dogsled armored vehicles in at $1.7
million?"
"You have my word for it, Mr. Vice
President."
"Vice president?"
"Didn't I tell you? The title comes
with the job."
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the
Lot Angeles Times Syndicate.

by T. Downing and T. Cleary
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University benefits from international students
by Monica Orosz
staff reporter

in the classroom. The Office of International Programs is currently developing a long-range recruiting plan to
ensure that international students will
continue to be attracted to the University, he said.
Dr. Patricia Remmington, assistant professor of ethnic studies, said
for the most part, international students are better than average in their
ability to write and in their attitude
about class. "They seem to be more
into the learning process," than domestic students, she said. "They are
the kind of students who ask questions

International students add valuable
insight and enthusiasm to the Univera, according to faculty here. This
, there were 172 undergraduate
and 138 graduate international students enrolled at the University.
"It gives a cosmopolitan flavor to
the campus," Dr. Douglas Daye, director of international programs,
said, adding that international students offer a number of points of view

in class."
Dr. Edward Chen, associate professor of history, said there is sometimes
a difficulty with language, "But, on
the other hand, they are a big help
because they sometimes bring their
own experience to the class."
DAYE SAID international graduate
students are particularly useful in
contributing to the maintenance of
departments which draw heavily on
international students for assistants.
He explained, for example, that Sri
Lanka produces good chemists.

Dr. Robert Boughton, chair of physics and astronomy, said that overall,
international students are better prepared academically than American
students. "They seem to have had a
more rigorous theoretical training,"
he said, adding their acuity was better, but that they were somewhat
weaker in laboratory experience.
Dr. John Merriam, associate professor of political science, said it is
very hard to generalize about international students, but "generally, their
level is no worse and no better, than
Americans.

Faculty Senate vote to save time

by Nancy B«och

poses.
Dr. Paul Mueller, chair of the Faculty Welfare Committee, reported on
the discussion his committee has been
having as to the STRS, and expressed
concern over the fact that an employee must wait 90 days after his
decision to retire before STRS benefits can be received.

The criteria for joining the State
Teachers' Retirement System and
mandatory direct deposit for salary
checks were the two main topics of
discussion at yesterday's Faculty
Senate meeting.
A motion was passed to make direct
deposit of salary checks mandatory.
University treasurer Paul Nusser answered questions, saying that the
direct deposit system is preferable to
the current system of receiving a
paper check because direct deposit
will save on employee time and bank
charges.
Nusser also said that any employees who are given undue hardship
because of the new system will be
eligible for exception if they can state
their reasons. A paper stub will also
be mailed to every employee through
campus mail for record-keeping pur-

■dateline

Dec. 7. 1983
Wamea'f Studies - Dr. Joan Straumanis. Academic Dean and professor of
philosophy at Kenyon College will
discuss, "Sex Selection: The Public
Impact of Private Choices," at 4 p.m.
in the McFall Center Assembly
Room. Sponsored by Women's Studies. Free and open to all.

KATHLEEN HART, coordinator of
general studies writing, teaches beginning composition to international
students. She said, "Often, foreign
students in comparison to American
students can produce certain compo-

by Jolena Aubel
reporter

MUELLER SAID that meetings
will be arranged with Vice President
of Planning and Budgeting Dr. Richard Eakin to further define how much
benefit will be received and how much
it will cost the University and the
individual employee.
Mueller also took extensive questions from the floor on who can qualify for STRS.
In his address to the faculty at the
beginning of fall semester, University
President Dr. Paul Olscamp suggested that autonomous schools
should be made into colleges, as they
operate in the same manner. He also

Ksuggested that a committee be ap- the Faculty Development Committee,
inted by Faculty Senate to look into and the Faculty Research Commitig range planning of changing au- tee, who stated their purposes and
tonomous schools to colleges.
action to date. Faculty Senate Chair
An ad hoc task force on configura- Betty Van der Smissen said reports
tion of the University and a Long will be heard from several commitRange Planning Committee has been tees at every meeting to familiarize
appointed, according to task force the senators with the actions and
chair Dr. Ernest Champion. Cham- purposes of all the standing commitpion said that the task force will be
Graduate Student Senate President
reporting to the LRPC. The task
force's purpose is to be a creative Beverly Baker said GSS is working on
thinking and fact finding body for the pairing international students with
LRPC. By using these two bodies, American students to help them beChampion said it is hoped that desig- come used to culture at the Univernation of colleges at random will be sity. She said GSS is also formimg ad
avoided, thus preventing too much hoc committees that will look into the
administrative overhead and leaving Solomon amendment, which prevents
funds open for more efficient use.
financial aid from being given to
IN OTHER business, a report was those who do not sign up for the
heard from the University Union Ad- Selective Service, and one on general
visory Committee, whose members fees and how they are used. Baker
will be reviewing a report from a also said that it is a concern of GSS
consulting firm on the Union manage- that not all teaching faculty are evalment. Reports were also heard from uated, and said an ad hoc committe
the University Parking Committee, may be formed on that.

Decorating for the holidays may be
an opportunity to be creative, but it's
important to consider safety first.
According to Glenn Cook, safety
inspector for the University, the University has very few accidents due to
the "education and procedures of the
good staff to keep things safe." When
accidents do occur, they are usually
caused by a lack of common sense, he
said.

Balloon-A-Grams - Send a message to
someone special! Balloon-a-grams
sold today through Dec. 9 from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. in University Hall. Delivered
Dec. 14 to on- and off-campus students. Charge is 50*. All proceeds go
to the Ronald McDonald House.
Registration - Spring semester evening class registration will be from
5:30-7:30 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom,

Union. Open to evening students (un- Chorus will lead Christmas caroling,
dergraduates and graduates attend- and Santa will distribute candy at this
ing classes after 5 p.m. only). annual event. Open to all
Sponsored by the Office of Continuing Contraceptives - The Student Wellness Center is offering a program at 7
Education.
Christmas Ceremony - The UAO p.m. in the Campus Room, third floor
Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony of the Union, which will deal with the
will be at 6 p.m. in the Union Foyer. ■ topic of contraceptives, and the presPresident Olscamp will give a holiday ently available methods of birth conaddress, the University Women's trol: how they work, how to use them

correctly and their effectiveness.
Free and open to all.
Black Holes - Dr. Comer Duncan will
speak on "Black Holes" at 7:30 p.m.
in 289 Overman Hall. Sponsored by
the Astronomy Club. Open to all.
Wine tasting Workshop - Scott Scherk
wine consultant far Sam B's, will
instruct how to distinguish sparkling
wines, from 7:30-9 p.m. in the Perry

^MANAGEMENT CLUB
$
- A PICS MEETING

A set of guidelines distributed by
the Environment Safety and Health
Office gives the proper procedures for
"maximum safety with decorations
for holidays."
One of the guidelines dictates which
materials to be used; "All decorations shall be flame proof, fire resistant, or non-combustible." Jamie
Harter, Compton hall director, said.
"We discourage the use of any decoration that isn't fireproof."
Residents in McDonald North are
required to use foil paper when deco-

FALL 1984 LISTING
AVAILABLE

WED., DEC. 7 / 730 D.m. / 114 BA

S SPEAKER: MICHAEL TINCHER
V.P. of DAVID BUKER
INC.
TOPIC: MANUFACURING IN
THE 80's
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516 E. Merry Ave.
Field Manor Apts.
Ridge Manor Apts.
Frazee Ave. Apts.
Green Briar North

352-0717
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FOR LARGE 1 ITEM
PIZZA

Call us or Stop By
Green Briar, Inc. 224 E. Wooster
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Croghan Room, Union. Fee of $3 due
upon sign-up. Open to registered participants. Sponsored by the UAO.
Kafka - 'TCafka: Story Teller for
Today," a Readers Theater presentation of the writings of Franz Kafka,
will be presented at 8 p.m. in the Joe
E. Brown Theater, University Hall.
Tickets |1.50 at the door. For further
infromation call 372-2222.

$5.00
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| BG IS RED HOT! |
jj? HOLIDAY GREETING JJ|

rating their room door, hall manager
Terri Rendich said. Rendich added,
the dorm has had no problems with
compliance with the rule.
MANY FACTORS should be considered when putting up Christmas
lights. It has been suggested by the
Office of Environmental Safety and
Health that students should "use only
lighting sets that show the Underwriters Laboratories, Inc." Rendich suggests students should only use the
small twinkle lights when decorating
a dorm room.
Areas also included in the
guidelines suggest the decorations
should not "interfere with safe passage" in lounges, rooms, or hallways.
Harter said, "we want people to be
become fire conscientious.
Students are permitted to have artificial Christmas trees in their rooms,
yet live or cut trees are not permitted
in student rooms, according to the
Decoration Safety Guidelines.
All resident hall decorations must
be taken down before the students
leave for the holiday break, Director
of Residence Life Bill Lanning said.

TRAMPLEI
TEMPLE

Many others Featuring:
1, 2, or 3 Bedroom apts., Efficencies, Whole houses

A PARTY will be held after the
meeting at SUNDANCE. Beverages
will be provided. All are invited
to attend!!

sitions without organizational, developmental and coherence problems."
Daye said international students
can alleviate enrollment downturn,
brought on by decreasing numbers of
high-school age students nationwide.
In return, he said international students receive the prestige of an American degree and can pursue certain
technical fields they may not be able
to study in their own country. Daye
added American education is much
broader than an often narrow and
focused education offered in foreign
countries.

Decorations safe?

Salary deposits mandatory
staff reporter

Dr. Lester Barber, chair of the
English department, said some of the
foreign students have studied literature differently, focusing on a historical approach to understanding it. He
said the focus in the United States has
been to emphasize individual conclusions.

FALCONS (3-0)
vs.
TEMPLE (1-0)
TICKETS
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AT GATE
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Censorship up in schools
ATHENS, Ohio (AP) Censorship in the public
schools is on the rise and
likely will continue to increase, according to an
Ohio University professor
and editor of a book on
censorship.
"Censorship efforts are
becoming increasingly
well organized, both on the
state and national levels. I
fully expect the trend toward more censorship to
continue," said James Davis, an OU English professor and editor of the book
''Dealing With
Censorship."
Davis currently is serving his second term on the

committee on censorship
of the National Council of
Teachers of English.
He said most book banners are "self-proclaimed
censors who have no tolerance for points of view
other than their own."
Among the 20-plus books
banned or challenged in
Ohio last year were the
American Heritage Dictionary, "Catcher in the
Rye," a literature textbook
entitled "Focus" and various health education
textbooks, Davis said.
azines freAmong magazi
quently reported banned
are
Newsweek and

Sports Illustrated,
added.

he

DAvis.who says be believes censorship in
schools ultimately fails,
said telling students not to
read something is the best
way to have them read it.
In addition to dangers to
the First Amendment's
guarantees of free expression, Davis said, there are
side effects to censorship
that worry him.
''A 11 em pt s at
censorship, both successful and unsuccessful, distract from teachers being
able to teach, from admin-

GRADUATE STUDENTS
The MBA Assn. & G.S.S.
cordially invite you to a
HOLIDAY PARTY

Colors and secret codes in the 90s?

istrators addressing real
_j and from school
i acting on meaningful issues," he said.
"Censorship cases cost a
lot of time, energy and
money. They are a great
waste of scarce resources
our hard-pressed public
school systems could put to
much better use," he
added.
To deal with would-be
censors, Davis said school
districts should have welldefined and well-written
guidelines on the selection
of books and other materials.
"It's also important for
the district to have policies
and procedures, again in
writing, for dealing with
complaints about school
materials," be said.

U.S. currency faces changes
WASHINGTON (AP) Picture, if you will, George
Washington winking as you
move a dollar bill from
side to side.
A blue dollar bill, that is.
Woven with metal
threads carrying information in secret code.
Our currency for the

parently do include colors,
coded threads and "optical
variables" that change
when viewed from
Though officials are secretive about proposed alterations, they are open
about the cause: A fear
that sophisticated new photocopying machines could
soon make counterfeiting
much easier than It has
been.

1990B?

The mental picture goes
well beyond what the government is willing to say
about plans to change
America's folding money
in the next few years. And
it's probably wilder than
what will actually 1
But changes are
coming for familiar old
U.S. currency - the first
substantial changes In
more than half a century.
And the possibilities ap-

Need groceries on the
way home from work? Before leaving, Just run off
some cash on the office
copier. Federal officials,
studying the problem for
several years, don't think
that's far-fetched in light
of expected technological
advances in copiers.

GET ACQUAINTED
with BG's newest magazine

MISCELLANY
1 st Prize: Dinner for two at Chuck Muer's Roadhouse
Limousine service to and from Chuck Muers
Flowers from Myles Flowers
2nd Prize: $50 Gift Certificate from Klever's Jewelers
3rd Prize: $25 Gift Certificate from the Falcon House

Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker, who is
responsible for guarding
the credibility of the U^.
monetary system, said recently the threat seemed to
be genuine and "the desire
to keep ahead of that technology may point to some
technical devices" in
American currency.
Treasury spokesmen say
no decisions have been
made on how to change
paper money. They play
down the possibility of
drastic changes, noting
that the government
wouldn't want do anything I WEttE FIGHTING
to lower the respect VS. S;
currency commands.
FORVOUR UFE
However, a decision is
close enough that officials
felt the need to show a few
congressmen prototype
bills in a secret meeting
last month. Rep. Ron Paul,
R -Texas, reacted to the KSKKSSSSSaWftWSft
— — saw aaaaa -COUPONS
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Limo compliments of Ed Oberhaus Collection
DROP ENTRIES AT INFO BOOTH IN UNION
Hurry! Deadline 5 p.m.!

Music by Paul Kenyon, pianist
$2:50 admission at the door

secrecy by calling a news
conference.
Paul, a critic of even the
current UJ5. monetary system, said Treasury
wouldn't let him keep any
of the mock-ups. So he
someartshowed the i
and
ists'i
blue bills.
Government officials
said that was preposterous. At most, there would
be a few "tinted" threads
woven into the bills' backgrounds - detectible only
at close range by holding
the bills up at an angle.
Paul's aides disputed
that reaction, saying the
colors were much more
noticeable. The general
public isn't getting a look
now, so the proof will have
to be in the eventual printing.

k

enter our "Night on the Town" drawing,

Friday, Dec. 9 8:00- Midnight
at Kaufmans, 163 S. Main
Hot & Cold Hors d'oeuvres
Wine Beer Punch Provided

FORMER VS. Treasurer Angela Buchanan,
whose signature still appears on new currency,
real or counterfeit, said
before she left Washington
earlier this vear, "When
you bring counterfeiters
into the office-boy level,
you really have prob-
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HAIR UNLIMITED
143 W. WOOSTER
GO HOME FOR THE
HOLIDAYS IN STYLE WITH
A NEW HAIR STYLE

352-1195

GOOD
{THROUGH
12/30/83

PRECISION
HAICUTS
ONLY $6.00
WITH COUPON
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TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$300-fumished $280-unfurnished
plus lights
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished $200-unfumished
all utilities included separate bedroom
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease.
bash riprocks * bash riprocks • bash riprocks • bash rlprocks • bash

BASH RIPROCKS

IT

128 W. WOOSTER

'Where you always get more for your money.

BUY 1 GET 1 FREE
354-3939

THERE'S STILL
TIME TO PREPARE

•
•
•
•
•

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

r
For Information About Other Permanent Centers
In More Than 120 Maior US Cities I Abroad
Outside NY State
CAU TOLL FREE 800-223-1782

| One Coupon Per Pizza - Good Thru ii/ti/n
*—. —— — .COUPONi ——— ——'

•all utilities included *gas heat •laundry
facilities • drapes • carpet •party & game
room •swimming pool • sauna
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished

MCAT

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

203MorthfnoJ«

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

For further information, stop at the Philosophy Dept, Shatzel Hall
217: or call 372-2117. Course outlines will be available in" Monday.
December 5th and thereafter.

536-3701
3550 SECOR RD
SUITE 201
TOLEDO, OHIO

Bowling Green, OH

** 3"-5166

Op#n4P.m.

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Road

Dr. James Child, the instructor , uses guest speakers
from the military and the peace movement, discussions,
debates and films ("Breaker Morant," "Dr. Strangelove,"
"The Day After") to explore Viet tiam and its consequences, nuclear war, military spending, the draft, etc.

Educational Center

PfcCZG'
LOOK FOR m

Philosophy M-340-Mi!itary Ethics
MWF; 2:30pm

APRIL
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Winners Announced in the December 12th Edition of MISCELLANY

War,andPeace
the
Role of The Military
in a free society?
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eat in, carry out, delivery
your choice of any menu item
coupon must accompany purchase
good thru 12-14
one coupon per order

T
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1 GET 1 FREE
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•
•
•

your choice of any menu item
coupon must accompany order
one coupon per order
good thru 12-14
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Temple Owls to test Falcons
by Marc Delph
assistant sports editor
Take the same basic Boston University basketball team that Bowling
Green upset last Friday night, featuring a tall and extremely quick team add one all-America guard candidate
- and the result is the Falcons' next
opponent. Temple University.
Tonight, the Owls invade BG's Anderson Arena at 8 p.m. for a showdown of unbeaten teams, they are
both 3-0. The clash should prove to be
one of lightning quick offenses.
"Like Boston University, Temple is
a team picked to win its conference
(Atlantic 10) this year," BG head
coach John Weinert said. "They have
a veteran team and I think they are
I to be a bit more of a problem
i). They are much like us in
that they rely on quickness, and they
have a bonafide all-American in Terence Stansbury."
The 6-foot-5 Stansbury averaged
24.6 points per game last season in
leading the Atlantic 10 in scoring. He
was the conference tournament's
Most Valuable Player after scoring 79
points in three games last year.

"YOU CANT stop him (Stansbury)
from what I've heard, he can go
outside and inside," Weinert said.
"And they've (TU) got guys who
averaged 20,16 and 11 points, you can
really get into trouble trying to just
stop one man."
The remainder of the Owl lineup
has 6-3 sophomore Ed Coe at guard, 64 senior Jim McLoughlin at guard/forward, 6-5 junior forward Charles
Ravne, and 6-8 center Granger Hall.
''Well have to play very good to
beat Temple." Weinert said, glad to
be playing at home against what he
said is one of the top five teams in the
East. "We're going to try to up-tempo
it, usually that's the rule ot thumb
when you re playing at home."
The Falcons can probably plan on
being outrebounded by the bigger TU
team, but BG is used that as they
normally face taller teams, but
usually come out on top.
Weinert said he compensates for
the Falcons' rebounding disadvantage with quickness, the reason why
the Falcons were outrebounded by BU
Friday 45-21, but came away with a
77-74 win.

(ft)Mc
March of Dimes

$
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Point guard Brian Miller is also
coming into his own in his first season
in the starting role as he was an
integral part of BG's win over the
Terriers Friday, beating their full
court press. Miller is averaging 9.3

Stolz withdraws as Cincy candidate
Bowling Green head football
coach Denny Stolz announced yesterday that he was with<ira wing his
name from further consideration
for the vacant University of Cincinnati football coaching job.
Watson Brown quit Nov. 22 as
Cincinnati's coach after leading
the Bearcats to a 4-6-1 record in bis
only season. Brown accepted a
coaching position at Rice.
Five members of BG's football
team were named to the Associated Press all-America football
team yesterday. The five include
defensive back Martin Bayless who
was named to the third team. The
other four received honorable mention honors, and they include quarterback Brian McClure, tight end
Mark Dowdell, linebacker Mark
Emans and punter Jim Phelps.
Bayless, a senior, led the nation

r

Though Irish is still nursing a slight
knee injury from Friday's game, ne
will play tonight.
"Knowing Colin, he's a gamer, he'll
be in there. We will start our regular
five and see what happens," Weinert
said.

in interceptions this year with 10
and also finished second in the
NCAA in career interceptions with
XI.
McClure, a sophomore, set an
NCAA record for passing yards by
a sophomore. McClure completed
296 of 466 passes for 3,264 yards and

briefs
16 touchdowns.
Dowdell, a junior is the co-holder
of NCAA Division I record for
receptions in a season by a tight
end. Dowdell had 70 receptions for
679 yards this year, tying him with
Vanderbilt's Chuck Scott for the
NCAA record.
Emans, a senior, led the Falcon
defense that finished 11th in the
nation against the run. He was tops

on the team in tackles, and second
to Bayless in interceptions with
five.
Phelps, a junior, led the MidAmerican Conference in punting
for the third straight year. He
averaged 41.6 yards per punt on 67
kicks.
Bowling Green's Martin Bayless
has been chosen to play in the BlueGray Game, a senior all-star game
slated for Christmas Day in Montgomery, Ala. The game will be
televised on CBS beginning at
Bowling Green's women's basketball game against Dayton, originally scheduled for 7 p.m.
Saturday in Anderson Arena has
been moved to 5:30 p.m. in order
not to conflict with the BG hockey
game against Western Michigan .

PAGLIAI'S PIZZA

"TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU"
■SOUTH
J945 S. Main

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
Moving off campus?

BHUH OCffCIS 'OUNOATONOl

TRASH
TEMPLE

'TP8 WHERE you put your emphasis." he said. "Sure. ITd rather
have the big aircraft carriers, but you
have to go with your strengths. We try
to hide our weaknesses.
"I'm certainly not complaining, I
really like to coach quickness."
Who would complain when a coach
can counter a team like BU with
players such as David Jenkins, who is
corning off his best game of the season
with 26 points to up his season average to 18.3, and Bill Faine with an
average of 15 points per game. Also,
Colin Irish is averaging 11.7, followed
by Keith Taylor with 10.
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|352-7571

EAST
440 E. Court

*ig

352-1596

SPAGHETTI DINNER
$1.50

We have One and Two Bedroom
furnished and unfurnished Apts.

I

Includes salad bar with
this coupon

Inside only

available January 1st.

Expires 12/31/83

• most Utilities paid
• no heat bills
• free Cable T.V.
• we shovel the snow
For a good place to live stop
out today

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS

KAFKA:
A STORYTELLER FOR TODAY
DECEMBER 7-10
JOE E. BROWN THEATRE 8:00 p.m.
Tickets '1.50 at the door

,s

& 400 Napoleon Rd.

Evening by

r*——* rmmttSKILL if*-* "~
HOT. DEFENDER.
CEMTIPEDE, KiHKMROO Mo* STAR

WMtS

VIDEO
TOURNAMENT

Date Thurs., Dec. 8,1983
D8SU HALL OF GAME - UNION
11:00 am - 8:00 pm
•TOKENS $1.00 lor
•PRIZES
rmun urou SMW

425 EAST
WOOSTER STREET

Focus On
America's
Fut

PHONE: 352-1723
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Help Prevent Birth Defects
Support the

i March of Dimes
■- coupon

1450
E. Wooster

Exp.
Dec. 23, 1983

Hungry?

50% OFF
14 KARAT GOLD
&xceptionaC°Va[ue&
Low, Low Prices
specially priced
for Christmas.

Vicks
FORMULA 44D
C0U6N SYRUP
$

2.09

3 oi. bit

STUTIM AW. 29 It UU OFFKE
Special Showing .
Sale Dates 12-5-12-10
Select Now for Christmas

Dairy Freih
Orange or Grapefruit

-JUICE
X

1/2 Bar BQ Chicken
1 /2 # Fries
ALL FOR
LG. COKE
$3.49

E3

Exp. "1
Dec.23, 1983

CROWD
PLEASERII
20 pcs. Fried Chicken

1# Fries
4 LG. COKES

$9.99

NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY - CARRY-OUT ONLY

m

1450
E. Wooster

Exp.
Dec. 23, 1983

LOVERS1I
K levers
Open M-Thur - Fri 10-until 8
Tue.-Wed.
10-5:30
Sat
10-5

A Heap of Spaghetti
with Homemade Sauce
French Bread & Butter
LG. COKE
$1.99
NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY - CARRY-OUT ONLY

Borden Pure

,99c
COKE, SPRITE,

1!

~n~. $189
V, pLrMMfc

Rita
-CRACKERS
!$g

$129

2 LITE! BTL.

Cain's

POTATO
CHIPS

TRASH BAGS

1!

$119
lltiku

Border)
Old Fashioned

ICE CREAM

SOLVENT

Glad

NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY - CARRY-OUT ONLY

1450
E. Wooster

Windshield
Washer

$109

'/, ,.L *.. .fm.

BEER I WINE HT STATE MINIMUM PRICES!

77-f DELI SHOPPE

SPECIAL

5 Breast-5 wings-5 thighs-5 legs

Layaways for Christmas

. TIL 1 J

FRESH BOOTS • NOT F000 TO 00 • FRIES CHICKEN • MOT COFFEE • PUTT TIMS • SOOPS - Jill IS
NOT CH0C0UTE • BAGELS

Eckrich
BOLOGNA
n.

Dairy Fresh
Big Eye
SWISS CHEESE
$

2.49

Muenster
CHEESE
i*1J

DINNERS I BUCKETS .

TIM!

Deluxe SUBMARINE
SANDWICHES
E...99"

i
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classifieds

OMr Mv Th* test tra mortrO
haw bean gra" «« rornaj wet
tappad ■ off. Don't avar torgat th*t 1
love you even etouoh youra weary
raH. Say m lo mawd lor ma - THE
NEWYOffKER

Omfma ram .. «•• p. » II.M rasarrua nu Tv*t 60- ..». o» »i
AtvronnaM* 26 to 30 no* par to«
CAMPUt/dTT CVENTt Hangs to. nor. pron pub* eerttc ackvrm •* M meerM
OMCi UKMITdll r«gutor r*r*B ■l—Wl.
aaarane tor •! Manga . 2 day. Mor. 0Ub*ca*ori at 4 00 p.la. Fnoay at 4 00 p la • I
oearane tor a. luaaday -for
Ctoaafcad tome «. a«*M at •» M Neere omoe. IH urn-sky Mai

DO YOU WHAT TO 0£T H+VOLVtST JOM STUOENT COURT.
PtCK UP AN APPLICATION M 406
STUDENT SmRVICESAPPLICATIONS MUST tal RETURNM IV
OK t*. MOM UP FOR YOUR **TTJmtW Ttaf* THENI
OOOOLUCKI

Stora Your Baia
118 »Ss«*JO** tune-up
PuroaTt Bka Shop
131 W WtXMteW
3528284

CAMPUS^OTYEVENTS
American Marketing AaaocaWoo p..
ear*, a MoavaaonaJ Wrorkahop" war.
Or Tucker on Wad . Dae 7ti «i lha
Alumni Room In Ha Union Aj raarn-

Harpo. Even though wo got the amaa
mbajd up, rrvaaad Pam and Todd'a
pra-party I'm aura may dktn't rrarrrjl).
Ma loo much (YUMI), drank loo much
(Seegrame with no. 7). dancad too
last or loo ekx> ("i don'l know hoar
you denca lo th»"|, told aoma inaida
kaaa (-fjati. Mop tjto»*>0"). *—*
waia down my rjraaa. krt aoma aa
craN aap (Oh. no'l. and ratal thai
anar-houra party, too - IT WAS ALL
WORTH m I hop* you ma* ao. too.
Thank* tor tal vary beet tana Love.

AeM la to rear arearrimtoneeartr'a Ml SOUteD WAVE mobe*
aound ayvtama. Top.40, rock, county, akar Cat 362-6067 lor vary
ipncrig
Partact lor the hotdevt

ATTENTION MX ED MAJORS AND
FACULTY CMFaSTMAS COFFEE
HOUSE WITH THE FACIATY DEC T
FROM 9 TO II AM N THE FAC
ULTY FOURTH FLOOR LOUNGE IN
ED BUHDtO
HAHAQEHINT CLUI-AFICS
tKETMQ TONMHT r:9S Ml 114 M
ALL AM INVITED TO ATTENO THE
FAtmr AT SUNDANCE AFTER THE
mi—un

Need a lyprat?
Cal 362-4017
TUCKER TYPING.
6th Year ol Sarvua
Nancy 352-060g

9WS

PERSONALS

PRSSA - Jan Urn*, preardam ol
Orvanadad Corrrmunrcahona ri Rndsty. w€ apeak at me Praaa meeHng
loraghtat 7.30 aiBA 116 UMa «rS>
apaak about Ka now davaropmani,
Ha PR Network, and me raaaunaNp
banaaan PRSSA and PRSA Be am
BaaaridWtarialalai'alaaliTiaatng.

Alpha Del congraB to thoee sratera
lakKlarl aa 1964 Onantaron lead
era Tammy Fah . Herd S . Tarrl. MJ
Diane Y. and Nancy 0 Oood lob.
larjeal

HELP BLAST OFF BACCHUSI
Promote raaponarbk) dnrtung at B Q
Nut meaeng Thure. Dae 6th «
7:30 In Henahman Ounbar C^eterle
Lounga. Evaryona walooma1

M

''SURE HOPE YOUR 21ST IS A
HAPPY 0NE.XOVE YA, RARRY

kasha XI Defte WHall, thank-raa
all ao much tor Including ua m your
Meek, are had a great lima. Yea
realty are "XI tan. thirty-one." Loea
rear haekajaa. Ctraty and Jam

laialafi oarnareetlon harjr Tkaraaey. S-OO. atyle'e Ptna.
The Student Waenaaa Canlar a otter
rg e program on Contraception Infor
maton Wedneaday. Oacambar 7 at
7:00 PM in ma Camoue Room. 3rd
Boor of the Union Frea and opan to

ATTENTION All SOSU STUDENTS
Oraat X Mas gifts that we" make your
paranb) proud Grve mam a SOSU
MOM 6 tOSU DAD aweetarart* lor
onySI2ea or 2 lor $22 Onaataln
ta> BA Bulcang Thuni. S.FrqlO-4)

LOST AND FOUND

ATTENTION: HUMAN NESORCE
MOMT. MAJORS. LABOR t INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS MAJORS AMD
HEALTH CARE I »C0 MAJORS
WITH AN EMPHASIS M ■aSUON
MB. INTERNATIONAL SUMMIII
ASSOC. ARE HAVING A
CHRISTMAS MUTT THURSDAY,
DEC ■ AT 220 MANVULE THIS
EVENT WHL START AT 1:00 P.M.INCLUDED
H

Loet got) double chain bracelet Rawarrj OH 372-1376

RIDES
lo Boaton area tor
Christmas braak Wi help with gas J
> driving Cal 364-1468. aak tor
Sue

Big On,

Hide needad to ChartotW, NC or
vkMty lor Chrtetraaa. Can raava
1Z/20/M Carl Chris 2-1357

Thanks lor the Great Ssmaaler and
tor putting up watt ma II mass ya1 Wa
are Florida BoundlM
Love. DXgoat

SERVICES OFFERED

Boyfriend wantad Smart, witty, handsome INTENT good rilsaonahlc
Sarloua Reptya, Boa 157. North Hal

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
874-1466
Perrysburg

CONO^UTULATIONS LOM QERKEN FOR MONO CHOSEN SrOMA
CHI PLEDGE SWEETHEART. WE
ARC SO PROUD OF YOU. LOVE,
YOUR PEE OB SIS I IRS
Cor.uiatuailto.ia to Mart Kohlar tor
being Inducted Into OOK. We're al
proud of you.
Tha aVotkere at Sspaaa PM fpNUii

Espart Typing
nanoiastile rtalu
Cat 352 7305 attar 5 30pm
Ruthra'i Sewng and AJMrabona
Letters and nsignayi on Rckats and
Al garrnanta must be
352 7268

DM ha "touch you ei the morning and
man Mai we* awayr
Your Thursday
PI Alpha
HOUMYINN---MTV
HAPPY HOUR
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT
ALLTHE-nME'

Mas and Jail
We re aura glad wa picked up you Srg
Epa on ma Stroel lor our Kappa data
party. Who naad* Jknmay Laa or Jeff
Coby artrh you two around? Tha
champagrMS waa great and who a)
your Honor? Two data parties ai on*
night- we could hava hanrjed another
one • but wa wont mention who tal
aafaapTWa couldn't have had • battor *mal)
Low. Betsy and Judy (Mr and Mrs
Law*)
P S.-OH you gat your cheken data
party lavora yat?
NAPOLEAN,
Maro baauccop mon am) pour una
samadi mat may-nmqua.
ELEANOR
Nawia*paadb»ea.njay*aaambied
and guarantaad. abvtlng al S139 951
Purcaaa Bka Shop* 131 W Wooatot, 362-826*.
Na«l To-New Shop
Ctofrang S Houaawaroa priced low.
Opan Tuaa 10-4 S Frl. 1-7
St Atoyece School. 2nd noot
PaaWaD
Oood kick with pradge education I'm
gtod to give up my otfloa to such a
capable parson
Love. Tha Ratting Pledge Director
Paul H I'm glad lo hear your finely
dating reagioua gat*.
La. oh pod • ohh god • 6viii god. M
Phi Mu Seniors.
Oat Psyched - for a great tana at tha
Senior Party - We Love You1
The Phi
Rich, Laurta. 5 ShefyTo the beat PN Pal lanvjy anyon*
could aak for. I'm going to m*s you
Love. Anna
Happy Birthday TtSH IURAN0A! I
lov* my bjsj Love. Lmta Jenny

Jafl I'm ao happy we've made n
''otftelal.'' Do you the* wa can kaep
your pnxraM untl Tialir? love AJwaya. Karan
JO ILER'a roomatal
You ant not boring, but your roomata
kill Partying la more lun than aasapng on Fnday raght enyhma Trytaang
LEU that
Mark
LER (JQ'a Roomatal
la « true vtrgrna tum no pumcklna al
midnight?'' Al kraal you knew whera
-Your lun c
LMOA H
You dktn't pat It thla
weekend but. youl get the big red D
yatlOsstch
USA-A GOOO TIME WAS HAD BY
ALL EVEN THOUGHT WE CANT
GET AWAY FROM BO. BOYS Lf
BROKE HER BUTT AMD L2 WENT
TO A GREAT STARE (STAIR)
PARTY
REMEMBEB-KEtP ON
KEEPrNG IT ONI!
LOVE. L TO THE SECOND POWER
PS 1 DO THE SAN FRANCISCO
INVADERS WaV7
P.S.2 WHO ASKED WHO TO
DANCE?

WhyFrye?

TO MY 6 MfNUTE PHI TAU MAN
YOU'RE THE BEST THSVAJ THAT'S
EVER HAPPENED TO ME!. EVEN IF
YOU 00 SAY "ArNT " I'M GOING TO
MSS YOU LIKE CRAZY NEXT SEMESTER. BUT YOU'LL ALWAYS BE
N MY THOUGHTS AND DREAMSI
THE XTS LOVED THEIR FOOTBALL
COACH!
HUGS—N—KISSES.
TROUBLE

F. la iris N**d*d for apt do** to
campua UrJDac k) Mid-May »618.
cal 364-1668.

HELP WANTED

1 M. rrnto. ifdad to ahar* super
nice apt with 2 other rmto* Cal

Student Otfloa manager for Tha Kay
yearbook spring semester Basic
secretarial ska* needed Advanced
buBsT*** course*, prior office experience preferred Check rob postings
at Student Employment. 460 Student
Services lor further Milormation or cal
2-2651
Travel FraU Opportunity
Gain valuable marketing experience
whs* earning money Campus rep'Monutive needad immedmloly for
Spring Braak trip to Florid* Contact
Bel Ryan 1312) 858 4888 ooleel

2 F NEEDED TO SUBLET APT .
SPFSNG SEM . CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL MUTALE OR DONNA 352
8131 AFTER 9PM
Female rmto. turn. Spring sem Nonsmoiung S146/mo. kid ufsma* CM
aftor 8pm 352-8128

National Corporation has salai po-*
aftron available In many areera of
the country. Commission plus benefits. $16-20 k first year earning*,
training program included. Century
label and Tag Co. 3S2-7S29. Ask for
Mr. WrtgtiL

F. rmto. naadad for Spring Semeeter
Oray $540 a semester pka arac Butt
Apt* Cal 362-7741

BIKE RACERS! Pure*** Bat* Shop
has roaars and vrlnd tr*in*r* si stock '
Start winter training now 131 W

NaMQ

Yrooalor 352-6264

TtastllsafO

lO

Hal

BpaasTTll^nt

rVKl

rnato to tl house CM 352 7386
F. rmto naadad Specious apt Close
lo campus nmonatli rant Please
cal 352-7103.
Mala Rm.mato needed for spring
asm Ctos* to campus. S610 lor
semeeter Cal aftor 4 00 pm 3626920

SEND A X-MAS BALLOON
BOUQUET TO A FFtENO
362-8061. THE BALLOONMAN
CroM Country Ski Sale
Free Carac SM. Dae. 10. 1-4
Falcon House
1*0 E. Wooator 382-3910
'

fUH FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
TO SHARE TWO BORM. APT. FOR
SPRMQ SEM. BIG FURN. APT.
CLOSE TO CAIePUS. OWN SED,
HOOMIJ52-5M1.

IN UNIV.

FM. rmta. rrMdvd tor Spring Sam.
Casaa to aaysaaua, oabto t.v., lurntahad, wahaarldryar, on shuttle
baa roato. OS Daobto MMIN

Accuoarts and acca* aorta*
Dart Laagu* now torrrang
Purcaaa Bau) Shop 352-6264

WANTED

SEM

362-2734 or 352-9302

itypfsOnc TsptM FOC HTspfWrinfj
Mamory I Conc*ntratlon I Partorraano* I Aaastobla. M2-S777.

B **»»-■

FOR SPR

F RMMT APT. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. $113 taCLUOES HEAT. A.
COND, CABLE TV. CAN RENT
■VtrlOLY 364-1630

Yonker: Congrats on becoming (uraor
tatoon tor tha baskathal learn Luv.
Mom Dad

ATTENTION FOREIGN STUDENTS
Immigration Problems or VI**?
Moon H. Yea - Attorney M Law
Toledo. Ohio call 1-242-4261
For an arjayaltilrnant

TO MY BtQ BROTHER PAT AND MY
Bra SISTER JENNY THANKS FOR
MAKING MY RG ACTIVATION A
NIGHT TO REMEMBER
LOVE YOUR IX' SIS. CINDY

RMTE

VLLAGE APTS. RENT ONLY S47S
lor enure aam**tor AvaJ immadisaaty 364-2161
F. ROOMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING
SEM BIG APT LOTS OF STORAGE
GOOD LOCATION CALL BONNIE
AT 354-2062

Wtoh OOOD LUCK to your frksnds
on thrw FINALS!
"FLOWERS FOR FINALS''
Dae. 6-8 Sam 014pm
to lha Union Foy*r

Dave OK
Looking lorward to Marng you at
"Tha Whtla Mouaa" tomorrow
night. Don't forg*t tha wlna and
beware of tha mlathrtoe!
Sfcjnad, MEI

TO DANA IN THE WHITmOUSE:
Com* SMufday, what are you going
to do wrth lha "awaaome Ihraaaome"? Who caret? You'rathe
ho*H** with the moateal and you
can do ANYTHMO you want!!
Love. Your Roorruas
P.S.TM* f* Mao a ranaom not* for
lha«5 1hallnavalh*lQraggavama

Dec-CII JM-2ISI

VICKGRtSSOM
(Congratulations on your engagement
lo Kavtn! W* wath the treat lor you
both! Lov*. your Alpha XI Oak* Sis
tors

Chrrstrraw GFT IDEA
#2 FUfvNMG SHORTS
Shop me Falcon Houae
140 E Wooalar 352-3610

TO COLLEN AND DOROTHY OF
THE WHITEHOUSEJ
WeH glrte. th*r* you have II .1 hope
your satisfied, now whera a my live
bweksTI I guest aoma of us have ft
and aoma of ua don't? Oh wall,
what can I aay. Love ya's (ha ha).
The Hoaleaa with the Moitail

Caff Dam SS4-11S6
F. Rrwte tor Spr. Sam. Fra* cabto.
IB

USQ REP - M - LARGE
poarbon • open
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
n 405 Student Sorvic**
Thru Dae 9

THAD: You took great in red!
Qua** Who

room. $ ISO/mo plus utj 352
4611
WANTED: 1 M rmto to share 2
bdrm. apt wan 3 others Vary close
to campua PH 352-4105
Wantad F Rmrrrte tor Spring Sam
Cloaa to campus cal 352 1605
Great Apt1 Own bdrm Lg 2 bdrm
S1267mo. M util pd Cathy 3621418.
NEED AM RMTE FURN NICE APT
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS YOU
CAN HAVE YOUR OWN ROOM
CALL 362-0808.
M. Roomata Needed'
University VaSga
CM Paul 35203*2
I M Rmto Spr 352 6093

Yaur he" 121.00 raontMAa utH. p<L

To our dates Mete. Gam. and Dave.
Thanks lor putting up wrfli ua boogie n Puiiairaianaa Fnoay raght Wa
had a great time!'
Love. U*». rtalhy, and Sherry

Roacoe.
Good kick on your R.A. position. I
know you can do It. Hang-In mare tha
aemeerer is almost over Juatramambar, I LOVE YOUI

F rmt. needed starting 12/22 Own

M. Ftmmto naadad
Spring Sirmelir Fran* Apta
Cal Bob, 362-4802

We need performers for an orphan
X-MAS party thrs December 18 In
return lor 5-10 minutes of your time.
we wil provide you with * positive
letter of recommendation If you work
wal with kids, and want to bring X—
MAS toy to tha unoWprrvniedgad. cal
372-5633 or 372-0331 and aak lor
BJ

M/Roomrrvst* naadad tor Spr/Sam
House dose to Campus
Cal 352-6861

.

Cash paid for an A' ticket from
Dvaneyland or Disney world, a menu
from chaw** restaurant ml at toast 3
angleh works rtaspssad. or a tottor
from the Praaktont of U S (No Xerox)
Scavenger hunters w* w*J also trade
Cal 362-6702 alter 5 pm

Do your Christmas shopping at the
UCF Art. Book > Craft Sato Thus >
Frl.. 10-6. Sat. 10-4. Comer Thurahn
& Ridge
Unique gifts, expertly
crafted, reasonable prices Also hava
you BG Sesqurcantenea (your clothes
or ours) picture taken on Fn I -5

Wanted Lead singer for band Cal
362-6222. aftor 6pm
OPFYJRTUNfTYl SIXTH ST ApT
AVAILABLE SPRING SEMESTER
CALL SOON' 352 6133

Vamah* stereo systsm-RIOOO reoefvar. PS60 turntable. NSIOOOM
speakers
Uke new! Uat pne*
S2.5O0 $1,600 or boat otlor 354IBoaCrslg

F. rmto. na*d*d lor Spr. Semester
Own bdrm Ctoa* to campus Raa
sonabl* rant CM aflar 7:00 pm
352-4612

Pasvey 12 ch. stereo mixing console
$425. Round MP-600 Electric Pisno $700 PH 352-9322

Y/l
IP

The Outpost Western Store
181 S. Main Downtown
M-F10-8
Sat 10-6
Sun 1-5

*N\|

Dec. 5-8
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Union Foyer

/M
M
M

Sponsored By: Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
All proceeds go to the
AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION

EHJOY M EVEHIHG OF
EHTERMHMEHT

Car Stereo Speakers • Audiovox,
6x9. 50W. 20 Oz. Never used $30

352-2993

is now accepting applications for

CHRIS .JOAN

Reporting and Editorial

FRIESNER

positions for Spring Semester.
Applications are available at:
The BG News Office
106 University Hall.
Deadline: Fri., Dec. 9,5 p.m.

FRI. DEC. 9
FALCON'S NEST, UNION
8:00 - 11:00 p.m.
.

>ooooooooooooooooooooooooo^

.

1983 TRS - 80 Cokx Computer
Brand new Never used Asking
$150 00 352-2775

MALE GRAD STUDENT
or conscience undergrad
Need a qutot place for atudte*?
Room to rant w/VJtchan prrv
and private shower 126VMO
include* utj. prafar. non-smokmg
Furrashad Reterencee 686-5655
FORREST APARTMENTS
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED TENANTS PAY ONLY LIGHTS
REASONABLE CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 364—2260
NEEDED: ONE OR TWO PEOPLE TO
LIVE AT UNIVERSITY VILLAGE FOR
SPfttNQ SEMESTER. CAU 3541JM.
1 MALE NEEDED TO SUB-LEASE 2
BDRM APT COMPLETELY FURNISHED WITH HEAT AND WATER
PROVIDED YOU PAY ONLY $660
FOR THE WHOLE SEMESTER
CALL ANYTIME. 352-7738
Need male 6 lemaie students to fl
house* $ apt*, tor Spring Sam. Also
apt* avertible for 2-3-4 students
Phone 362-7365
Senior Grad Mat*
1 Vacancy Double Room
Kitchen Private Entrance
Ctoa* to University

352-7238

Nrc* 1 bdrm turn apt to sublet on
3rd SI Ctoae to campua. carpeted.
Ire* gas heat i unking Cal 3628877
Subleeeo-lBedroom apt Furnish Al
utl exc arac Cal Card 352-6033
To sublet rmrrred 1 bdrm. apt Vary
don* to campus Cal 352-2897
after 5pm

Furrashad EHxsency
compiele w/ coax TV & cable
Buckeye Budget Motor Inn
1740E WoostarSt
now leasing Spring term
$250m»
354-3182 or 352-1520

Fum atflcrancy v*ry do** to campus Free Macfrtcity Aval now or
2nd aam 352-0852
Houses a apt* do** to campus lor
'84-86 school year 1-267-3341

A COPYING
SERVICE DESIGNED
WITH YOUR

$!»$**

Fo* moe mlo«fT>.iiion call
i' Hoava-d Ha*h*>4 loiii'ce ai
l•oo) 23» •• 11

kinko's copies

new/

MM

FREE!

FOR RENT

OUN MAP* IV SMS
170 CM. VERY 00. CONDITION
CALL 362-6382 ASK FOB fWETT

CKXX>OOCK>00000000«9

BARE

Video Recorder 1978 Quasar
Good conoitKXi with 6 video cav
eettea 119 B/W TV M for $85. 3720151 sxt 335

TECHNICS SL-D2 Sami Autom*lic
Turntable. w'Shure cartridge, good
shape. $75 Cal Jell at 352-5413
evenings

Send Someone You Care For
*7T
/fir"
A Flower
Fh
for Finals
\V/I FLOWI
FLOWERS FOR FINALS

While the styles may change the
quality will remain the same.
The Best.
Mens Suede Sale $103.99
Reg $129.99

NEED A CAMERA FOR CLASS? I'M
SELLING A PENTAX K-1000
W/50MM LENS. GREAT CONO,
$100 ALSO A 200MM MACRO
LENS. PENTAX MOUNT. $140 OR
BEST OFFER CALL 2-6432 EVES..
ASK FOR NANCY

Across From Campus Aval for winter
sem . 2 bdrm house luty carpeted
and furnished Free h*et Perfect for
those cold wml*r days
Cat 352-7074

FOR SALE

Rrnto. n**d*d for aprtng **m..
$115/mo AJ uts paid. 120 1/2 N
Prospect Cal 352-6866

I'M SELLING A STUDENT MOOEL
ARMSTRONG FLUTE. GREAT
CONO . $200 OR BEST OFFER IF
INTERESTED. CAU NANCY. 3726432 EVES

32S E. WoostfK St-

(Across From Tscoo Basil)

354-3977

BGB-BALL
IS
RED HOT
Ife
«»swia to nEytoui

End of Semester
Thank You" Sale\
21/zC

quality copies

f

1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
20
22
23
24
25
27
28
32
33
34
35
36
38

All copies • All Day • Every Day

39

(81/2x11 whitepaper • with Student I.D.)

41

325 E. WOOSter (Across from Taco Bell)

|

42
43
44
45
46

ACROSS
48
Osts, lor short
Fauna's partner 49
Brand
Baby whale
Mideast vessel
Capital ol
W.Samoa
Star In Pegasus
Blushing comic?
Ding-a-ling
Shorten
Easily molded
Tincture
Certain acid
Charge
Thighbone
Pattern
Baseball's Red or
White
Request alerter
Transport
Hodgepodge
Massage (wilh '
'down")
Chemical
compound
Volcano In
Kyushu
To be, In Perls
Doctrine
Numero
Kind ol alcohol
Intended

Esst African
people
Tooth socket
Sought lo attain
Flowing comic?
Spelunker's
milieu
Mine entrance
Cspltal on the
Aare
Hebrew teller
Nevada resort
Msss ol metal
17th cen. Dutch
painter

13 Command (with
"at")
19 Dally
21 Outside: Comb.

lorm

24 Navigation
Inslrumsnt
25 Circuit
26 Disney character
27 Reynard
29 Beaming comic?
30 Excessive
Interest
31 Nonconformist
33 Galahad
34 Seasoned player
36 Heavenly sight
37 Hospitality earner
lorGIs
DOWN
40 Keepsake
Menu Hems
42 Moral
Zola novel
44 Irregular
Toeelng comic? 45 Sixth sense
Impromptu
47 Excuse
Raid
48 Plus feature
German song
49 Partly open
Word with guard 50 Before stone
or hat
or star
Discount
51 Conceited
Curacao's
52 Memorable
neighbor
cartoonist Peter
Daytime event 53 Sinister
Footless
54 Disavow
Chess piece
56 Energy unit

DAILY
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

III JIB

nilll
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